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THE POWER ELITE HAVE GONE 
COMPLETELY MAD! 

Posted on April 7, 2021 by State of the Nation 

 
The Illuminati, 
Black Nobility, 

Khazarian Mafia, 
The Kahal Of the Cahilla 

British Crown, 
The Pilgrims Society, 

Committee of 300, 
NWO Globalist Cabal, 

Central Banking Cartel, 
World Economic Forum, 

Deep State(s), 
Global Military-Industrial Complex, 

Zio-Anglo-American Axis, 
 

All Collude to Foist the “Fifth Reich” on the Entire Planetary Civilization. 

 
A Thoroughly Tyrannical and Totalitarian Technocracy is Being Stealthily Shoehorned 
into Place Around the Globe by The Powers That Be (see the list above). 
 
TPTB are using the GREAT RESET and THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC, after using THE 
GREAT STEALECTION, to sow seeds of unprecedented chaos and conflict the world 
over. 
 
The immediate goal of this manufactured disorder and naked warmongering is to divide 
and conquer the world community of nations as never before.  But first the New World 
Order globalist cabal is executing their Ordo ab Chao strategy to divide and rule all of 
humanity. 
 
That’s because TPTB know full well that deeply divided families, such as we have here 
in the United States, always translates to divided communities.  In turn, the cities, 
counties and states are inevitably divided followed by the whole nation, which is then 
easily collapsed and totally taken over. 
 

Welcome to America 2021! 
The Malevolent Plan 
The power elite knows that many are onto their game of rape, plunder and pillage of 
planet Earth where every human being is considered a natural resource to be used and 
misused, enslaved and oppressed, shackled and subjugated for the benefit of the 
BEAST System. 

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=59326
https://stateofthenation.co/?author=1
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That’s why all of humankind is currently being compelled or forced into receiving the 
“Mark of the Beast”.  As follows: 

 
 

MARK OF THE BEAST Makes Its Debut in 2020… 
…as the Untested, Toxic and Unsafe COVID-19 Vaccine Bioengineered by the Big 

Pharma, the Premier Huckster of the “Super-Vaccination Agenda”. 
 

 
 
There’s a very good reason (actually very BAD reason) why THE GREAT 
SCAMDEMIC, THE GREAT RESET and THE GREAT STEALECTION were all 
carried out by the New World Order globalist cabal in 2020.  It’s the very same 
reason why 2019 saw the military deployment of 5G in key power centers around 
the globe. 
 
The amount and degree of sheer chaos and confusion, distraction and diversion, which 
have been generated by these three “GREATs”, has permitted the power elite to both 
execute the military deployment of 5G worldwide and roll out a dangerously untested 
COVID-19 vaccine with very little scrutiny. 
 
The Powers That Be have long planned to roll out both 5G and the COVID-19 vaccine 
during the same time frame because they function as a highly coordinated weapon 
system. See: QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated Before Each 
Coronavirus Cluster Explosion 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
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What the world community of nations has been undergoing since January of 2019 is an 
immense beta test involving a highly sophisticated bioweapon — COVID-19 — which 
has been quite stealthily launch at primarily urban targets where 5G roll-outs occurred 
(e.g. Wuhan, Milan, Tehran, New York City, Seattle and Guayaquil, Ecuador). 
 
Then, against all odds and contrary to what science says is even possible, the COVID-
19 vaccine has been rolled out first in Russia and then in other guinea pig nations such 
as the United Kingdom and United States. 
 
How could such a highly suspect and unproven vaccine even be safely 
administered in the same year that the coronavirus pandemic first began?! 
 
That’s right, it can’t be! Not with any degree of safety or effectiveness. 
 
And, the only way Big Pharma was able to introduce any type of Covid vaccine in 2020 
is because it had been undergoing years of painstaking development and advanced 
bioengineering in secret labs across the planet. 
 

MARK OF THE BEAST 
With this crucial understanding, every inhabitant on Earth needs to be aware that the 
COVID-19 vaccine is not what they say it is.  And, that it is dangerous to the extreme 
with a nefarious agenda behind it that should scare the bejesus out of everyone. 
 
In fact, everything now points to a Covid vaccine that not only functions as the long 
anticipated MARK OF THE BEAST; it’s also a means by which TPTB will implement 
their high-priority agenda of transhumanism. See: COVID-19 Vaccine Utilizes Nano 
Tech to Greatly Advance Transhuman Agenda 
 
Perhaps the central pillar of that agenda is to remove any tendency on the part of a 
normal human being to pursue spiritual advancement or religious endeavors.  This is 
where the COVID-19 vaccine comes in because its primary function is to permanently 
turn off the famous GOD gene.  This will be accomplished through the systematic 
vaccination of humanity using the FunVax jab, also known as the COVID-19 
vaccine.  As follows: 
 
The FunVax bioweapon system is using at least 4 different modalities. The perpetrators 
are  
(i) using chemtrails to spray flu viruses and aerosol vaccines,  
(ii) administering adult flu shot programs and childhood vaccination schedules,  
(iii) releasing several variants of the COVID-19 bioweapon in hospitals, nursing homes, 
assisted-living facilities (and on cruise ships when they were operating), and  
(iv) utilizing the intensive 5G roll-outs to weaken the immune system as well as amplify 
the electromagnetic frequencies and microwave transmissions that facilitate the 
clandestine FunVax vaccination process. Also, the perps have planned a fifth 
component whereby they are  

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=31752
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=31752
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(v) formulating a mandatory COVID-19 vaccine which will ensure that every individual 
receives the VMAT2 ‘immunization’ that will be enforced via an immunity certificate. 
(Source: Here’s the main reason why the NWO globalist cabal is dead set on 
mandating a universal COVID-19 vaccination program.) 
 
One of the unique features of the MARK OF THE BEAST is Luciferase. 
 
Bill Gates is building something that we call the Human Implantable Quantum Dot 
Microneedle Vaccination Delivery System, and it is composed of multiple things. I want 
to draw your attention to one component, the quantum dot microneedles that will deliver 
the vaccines, and a very, very unique biochemical that makes it all work. If you’re 
standing up while reading this, you might want to sit down. Today we bring you ‘near 
infrared bioluminescence enzyme luciferase’ which is the chemical that will make the 
quantum dot vaccination readable through a special mobile device app. That’s right; the 
enzyme that will light up Bill Gates Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle 
Vaccination Delivery System is called Luciferase, that’s what makes the vaccination 
readable long after the victim has been injected. Luciferase. 
(Source: SHOCK AS IT’S REVEALED AN ENZYME CALLED LUCIFERASE IS WHAT 
MAKES BILL GATES IMPLANTABLE QUANTUM DOT MICRONEEDLE VACCINE 
DELIVERY SYSTEM WORK) 
 

COVID-19 Vaccine Compliance 
The highly organized global criminal enterprise to vaccinate every human being has 
been in the works for decades.  It’s why vax super-pitchman Bill Gates was made king 
of Microsoft and then the world’s richest billionaire. See: Yes, Bill Gates’ invention 
really is an injectable, permanent, under-the-skin, biochip sensor? 
 
In point of fact, Gates’ carefully guided transition from covertly constructing back doors 
for computer viruses to deceitfully creating back doors for corona viruses took place 
with highly purposeful design. 

 
MARK OF THE BEAST: Brought to you by everyone’s Big Brother—BILL GATES 

 
However, it’s one thing to fabricate a coronavirus pandemic out of nowhere as a means 
to justify a new mandatory COVID-19 vaccine … and … another thing to enforce the 
administration of that untested jab on every inhabitant of planet Earth. 
 
This is where things are about to get very challenging in view of the fact that two-thirds 
of voters say they won’t get coronavirus vaccine right away or at all. 
 
The psychopathic perpetrators of OPERATION COVID-19 know full well that many folks 
are extremely leery of a Covid vaccination.  So many Americans are suspicious of the 
COVID-19 vaccine because of the association it has with the MARK OF THE BEAST 
(MOTB).  This poses a great obstacle which has already been thought through by the 
likes of Bill Gates, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Deborah Birx, Robert Redfield, Tedros Adhanom 
& Company. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=40449
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=40449
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/04/bill-gates-a-menace-to-society-who-must-be-arrested-and-prosecuted-for-crimes-against-humanity/
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38504
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38504
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8358
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That “Company” is, of course, Big Pharma.  And Big Pharma is the key corporate player 
in the all-powerful Government-Corporate Complex That Took Complete Control Of 
The USA. 
 

What’s the critical point? 
Every U.S. citizen will soon need a COVID-19 vaccine to live a normal life in America… 
… … unless We the People terminate this steamrolling juggernaut post-haste. 
 
Slowly but surely both Corporate America and the U.S. Federal Government are floating 
different proposals about how an immunity certificate will soon be required. 
 
For example, if you want to work for any Fortune 1000 company, proof of vaccination 
will be requested if the perps get their way.  Eventually every publicly traded corporation 
will be coerced into this pen of vaccine compliance.  So will small companies that need 
a public health inspection and/or certification to ‘legally’ operate in a city, county or 
state? 
 
Retail stores may begin to require that all customers produce proof of Covid immunity to 
buy their goods.  So might every service business such as medical, dental, mental 
health and other healthcare delivery offices both allopathic and alternative. 
 
Then there are workout gyms and sport clubs, yoga and Pilates studios, massage 
parlors and hair salons.  Getting in any of these is already quite difficult without a mask. 
 
Then there are the calls for all school children to be vaccinated in order to enter 
kindergarten, elementary school and junior high.  Teenagers will be vaxxed first to enroll 
in high schools and young adults will be required to present an immunity certificate to 
even apply to any American college of university. 
 
The list of organizations throughout civil society as well as governmental institutions is 
even longer, as are all the globalist NGOs that will eventually demand a Covid vax to be 
employed by them. 

 
SPECIAL NOTE: People, the gravity of this swiftly developing predicament 
whereby proof of a COVID-19 vaccination will soon be required to “buy and sell’ 
anything cannot be overstated.  Just consider where the Coviteers are ultimately 
taking this: A Covid immunity certificate will soon be required to enter any 
establishment; attend any event; matriculate in any program; fly, train or bus to 
any destination; be treated by any hospital, clinic, physician or other healthcare 
practitioner, etc.  They named it Operation Warp Speed for a reason; they want all 
50 states operating in strict COVID-19 vaccine compliance as a precursor to 
legislating mandatory vaccines for every citizen and non-citizen alike.  The sheer 
speed and intensity with which the perpetrators of OPERATION COVID-19 are 
rolling over the American people with their Covid juggernaut is as 
incomprehensible as it is staggering.  Hence, every individual needs to be on 
guard like never before.  Blindly complying with all of the illicit orders and other 

https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=3619
https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=3619
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Covid dictates ought to be vigilantly avoided.  The more folks bend to the will of 
the Plandemic tyrants, the more easily it will be for them to implement their pre-
planned compulsory COVID-19 vaccination programs that will inject the dreaded 
MOTB.  Most importantly, this insidious vaccination scheme will be ever-so-
gradually carried out so that very few even understand that it will eventually be 
necessary to live your life.  That’s how they always introduce destructive, 
dangerous and deadly programs into society. 

 
This is exactly why the authorities are demanding masks and social distancing with 
such a vengeance: so they can eventually offer relief from these terribly oppressive 
measures after everyone has been ‘properly’ vaccinated. 
 

This is their PLAN! 
And it ain’t good.  Not good at all. 

These perfidious perps are quite cunningly choreographing and staging every phase of 
this transparently manufactured manmade Plandemic in the interest of implementing 
various mandates and measures which, they hope, will eventually push every person in 
the pen of vaccine compliance.  As always, the Mainstream Media is used to hype every 
phase of naked fear-mongering in order to stampede the unaware and uneducated over 
the cliff of inevitable vaccine injury and permanent transhumanistic alteration. 
 
The government knows it cannot force vaccines on everyone; but they have confidence 
that a critical mass of the citizenry will demand them; and to the extent that the 
overwhelming peer pressure exerted by the insane pro-vax crowd will compel even the 
most ardent anti-vaxxers into a receiving their annual Covid vaccination. 

 
KEY POINT: Big Pharma is being used by the Central Banking Cartel and International 
Banking Crime Syndicate to roll out the COVID-19 vaccine under the governmental 
rubric of Operation Warp Speed.  At “warp speed” because the power elite are so 
desperate to vaccinate the global population in order to effectively neutralize them 
because of the rapidly emerging context defined by the ongoing and raging war 
between the 1% and 99%.  See: So this is what they mean by “WARP SPEED”! 

 
Conclusion 
The NWO globalists are on a serious mission to vaccinate every American with all 
deliberate speed.  The US government will employ the 4 major branches of the Armed 
Forces to accomplish this mission. 
 
TPTB know that when a sufficient number of Americans are regularly vaccinated, they 
will no longer be a threat to their kleptocratic oligarchy that intends to rule over the 
entire planetary civilization via a One World Government and Global Security 
Superstate. 
 
This New World Order is fundamentally defined by a world community of nations, each 
of which is run by totalitarian communist government.  That’s why the despotic 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41248
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Democrats are so determined to steal the 2020 election and that this RED ALERT has 
been issued: 
THE 2020 COVID-COMMUNIST PLOT TO OVERTHROW THE AMERICAN 
REPUBLIC … 
… AS A PRELUDE TOWARD ESTABLISHING A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND 
GLOBAL TOTALITARIAN SUPERSTATE 
 
The globalists also know that all resistance to such a totalitarian tyranny will be removed 
once the MARK OF THE BEAST is put into full operation, where no one can buy or 
sell without it. 

 
COVID-19 Vaccine is the “Mark of the Beast” 

 
Warning: There is now a HUGE vaccination campaign going on across the USA within 
the Christian churches.  It’s being craftily spearheaded by none other than Dr. Fauci’s 
boss at the NIH.  This particular government-religious initiative is being deceptively 
conducted to corral the entire Christian community into the pen of vaccine compliance 
because they pose the greatest impediment to the communist scheme to collapse the 
American Republic.  Those Bible-reading folks also know more about the MARK OF 
THE BEAST than any other group in the country  See:  HUGE COVID SCANDAL AT 
THE NIH: Why has no one investigated Fauci’s boss? 
 

 
Make no mistake, the various COVID-19 injections, shots and vaccines are the primary 
way in which every recipient will be slowly taken over—mind and body, heart and soul. 
 
The fascist corporatocracy wants slaves to work on their corporate plantations, not 
employees.  And the power elite will proceed with this New World Order agenda unless 
they are stopped by We the People. 

 
KEY POINTS: Never in human history have there been so many extremely wealthy 
and powerful globalists all acting in quiet collusion to conquer and subjugate all 
of humanity.  That the power elite can simply print money and use it to carry out any 
criminal plot, corrupt scheme or nefarious conspiracy is a testament to their unbridled 
power and influence.  Hence, there is no resident on Earth who is not vulnerable to their 
multifarious crime waves washing over the planet such as the transparently engineered 
COVID-19 Plandemic. 

 
But why are they so painfully obvious today, where TPTB were quite covert in 
their machinations and intrigues of yesteryear?  
 
Because, given the rapid dissemination via the Internet of so much incriminating 
evidence of the crimes against humanity committed by these incorrigible cabals of 
criminally insane psychopaths, they know that sooner or later, we are coming for 
them—that’s why. 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=32705
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=25554
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=25554
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Which means that raw fear of life-threatening consequences is motivating, to a great 
degree, the sociopathic individuals who populate the preceding list of satanic entities 
and secret societies.  And, their many actions of extreme desperation and recklessness 
reflect the power elite’s resolve to ensure their self-preservation at any and all costs. 
 
The biggest concern, therefore, for “99%” of the human race is that TPTB have crossed 
so many lines and exposed themselves as never before in world history, they are well 
beyond the point of no return.  It’s literally do or die for all of them, given that we all 
know who they are and where they live—thanks to the World Wide Web. 
 
BOTTOM LINE: The New World Order is really the Old World Order on Super 
Steroids… … …because the power elite have no other way out but to complete their 
NWO agenda.  How they will successfully accomplish this impossible task in the face 
7.8 billion people who are waking up fast and furiously remains to be seen. 
 

Conclusion 
Which brings us to the Fifth Reich. 
 
But first it’s of paramount importance to correctly understand the progression of the First 
through the Fourth Reichs. 
 
The First Reich is widely known to be the Roman Empire. 
 
The Second Reich is the British Empire, “upon which the sun never set”. 
 
The Third Reich, which was really a bad joke, was Hitler’s short-lived Germanic Empire. 
 
The Fourth Reich, which was the true reason for wild over-dramatization of the Third 
Reich of Nazi Germany, is the United States America as reflected by its imperialistic 
Pax America and tyrannical American Exceptionalism.  The very reason for Operation 
Paperclip, as well as other much more secret operations to bring high-level Nazi 
leaders, scientists and engineers to America, was to expeditiously build the post-WW2 
Fourth Reich—the USA, also known as the military arm of the New World Order. 

 
The USA: Military Arm Of The New World Order 

 
 
Is Pax Americana imposed by the ‘Fourth Reich’? 
Cosmic Convergence Research Group 
 
Is there any doubt that the United States of America is the military arm of the New 
World Order (NWO), as it has been since World War I? 
 
Just as the City of London has functioned as the world headquarters for the financial 
arm of the NWO, and Vatican City has functioned as the religious headquarters for the 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=1167
http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=1167
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NWO, Washington, DC has functioned as the military headquarters for the NWO. 
 
Surely you have read or heard by now that each of these city states was set up as an 
autonomous political entity so that no one could control them except their masters within 
the Global Control Matrix (GCM). When you understand this reality, you can clearly 
understand all that has taken place with the US of A for the past hundred years. Viet 
Nam (What on earth were we ever doing there?), Korea (Why was MacArthur willing to 
drop an atom bomb there?), Argentina and Chile (The CIA plot to assassinate Allende 
was also about what?), Iraq (Twice!!), Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iran (Economic 
warfare and stealth bombings), Cambodia and Laos, Cuba and Grenada, Nicaragua 
and El Salvador, Honduras and Panama, East Timor and Suharto’s Indonesian, Serbia 
and Bosnia, Somalia and Yemen, Libya and Syria, etc. etc., etc. Will the bellicose 
behavior ever end?! 
 

 
 
If Americans only felt the pain and suffering caused by the US Government’s war 
machine…. 
Here’s a pretty comprehensive listing of most of the overt military aggressions, conflicts, 
interventions engaged by the USA since 1775. This listing of “Extraterritorial and major 
domestic deployments”, as Wikipedia calls it, is as lengthy as it is overwhelming. 
Timeline of United States military operations 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_United_States_military_operations
http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/vietnam-napalm-1.jpg
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There is no country on earth, not even the once all powerful British Empire, that has 
been engaged in so much military aggression over the past 100 years. Clearly, 
America’s destiny was to act as the enforcement strong-arm for the World Shadow 
Government (WSG). And so it does. Right up to this very day in both Syria and Libya, 
Iraq and Afghanistan. Even when American troops leave those theaters of war 
altogether, the USA will still enforce the dictates of the WSG, carry out the orders of the 
GCM and follow the agenda of the NWO by proxy. 
 
What follows is a short photo-documentary of the symbolism of the NWO, especially as 
it appears in the capitals of aforementioned city states. Each of these obelisks is 
purposely located, specifically positioned and deliberately placed in relation to other 
power structures, all of which are designed to draw energy from each other. 
 

 
Washington Monument in Washington, DC 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/washington-monument-address.jpg
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Cleopatra’s Needle in the City of London 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Cleopatras-Needle-London.jpg
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Vaticano Obelisk in Vatican City 

 
Architecture is both telling and significant in the unfoldment of the global agenda over 
centuries of the New World Order. In truth, what we see all about us is not the New 
World Order, but rather the Old World Order with a new and improved name — NWO. 
Looked at another way, the New World Order of which we all speak has been firmly in 
place for many decades in the US, and for many centuries throughout much of the 
world. With each advancement of the society and development of the civilization the 
NWO has simply morphed into a new manifestation. 
 
However, the true hidden agenda remains throughout its entire existence, as do the 
basic strategies and tactics for keeping it in a position of ascendancy. Has anything 
really changed since the days of Rome – the First Reich? Or since Spain ruled a big 
parcel of the planet? Or since the days when the sun never set on the British Empire? 
Now that the Fourth Reich has come into its own in the form of Pax Americana, we can 
say that the 3rd Reich never even existed in Germany, except to set the stage for the 
American Empire. 
 
So, there you have it — the 4th Reich is actually the nation which was supposed to 
have defeated the illusory 3rd Reich. What an awesome display of smoke and mirrors! 
Boy, did our history books ever miss this rather consequential and critical takeover of  
 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Italy-Rome-Vatican-obelisk.jpg
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the 20th Century?! 
 
United States Militarism, Global Instability and Environmental Destruction 
 
What’s it like to live in the Belly of the Beast? 
For all of us alive during the Viet Nam War, we can only answer that question by saying 
that it is at once wild and crazy, unpredictable and tumultuous, quite schizophrenic and 
frustrating. How so? When you pay unlawful taxes to a rogue government which uses 
the revenue to fund a military machine that wages war against the weakest nations 
among us, you … … … 
 
When the electoral system is so fixed that both political parties are obviously two sides 
of the very same coin. And both candidates are beholden to the very same master. And 
when both platforms guarantee a war posture throughout the world that will always 
come at the expense of economic justice, social equity and environmental concerns … 

 
“Juggernaut: a massive, inexorable force that crushes everything in its path.” — Oxford 
Dictionary 
 
As U.S. citizens who have grown up within the confines of American society, we have 
been so conditioned to believe that America can do no wrong … when in fact the U.S. 
Federal Government has evolved into a global bully which can do very little right outside 

http://environmentalarmageddon.wordpress.com/2011/01/06/united-states-militarism-global-instability-and-environmental-destruction/
http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/india31-020.jpg
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of its own borders. What can be said about a juggernaut that just rolls its well-oiled 
military machine across the planet, anytime it wants to?! 
 
The reason that the USA has institutionalized might makes right is because it 
possesses just enough might to hold sway. Where “You’re either with us or against us” 
worked during the Bush dictatorships, it won’t work in the years to come. Even with the 
fraudulent smiles of Obama putting a friendly face on war, American hegemony is on its 
last gasps. The financial and economic state of the union is making the projection of 
American power virtually impossible to sustain into this new millennium. The carrot and 
stick approach taken toward our international neighbors is simply untenable going 
forward. How do you spell E C O N O M I C —> D E P R E S S I O N ? 
 
Neither the carrot nor the stick can be paid for any longer, especially with a federal debt 
ballooning out of control for decades. Which brings us back to the plight of the nation 
due to its role as the “Military Arm Of The New World Order”. The unfortunate 
predicament of the baby boomers and beatniks is quickly manifesting, as many have 
been forced to postpone their retirements. Many have even been financially compelled 
to come out of retirement. Not a nice situation! Especially when you have been sickened 
by the excesses of American corporatcracy. 
 
Corporate fascism will all but guarantee that every entitlement program will eventually 
come under intense scrutiny. Therefore, the entire security net placed around the 
society is vulnerable to being torn in various and sundry ways. Just like Rome, the price 
of empire must always be paid sooner or later. With the real estate and stock market 
crashes of 2007 and 2008 respectively, the repercussions are slowly being felt given the 
massive degree of asset deflation which has been taking place in slow motion. 
 
How long before the USA decides to shrink its appropriations for defense (war-making 
and conflict management yankee-style)? How much longer can the Defense Budget be 
greater than all the other defense budgets of all the other nations in the world put 
together?! When total military outlays exceeds 50% of all expenditures made in the 
conduct of the nation’s business, we have a very serious problem. Either the USA has a 
lot of enemies, or the U.S. Government plans on making a lot of enemies. 
 
Did you know that “the United States accounts for 47 percent of the world’s total military 
spending, however the U.S.’s share of the world’s GDP is about 21 percent.”[1] There’s 
quite a bit of other very interesting information at the same website — 
WarResisters.org. Like the answers to the question that is asked about how safe we are 
with so much military spending[2]. 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/WarResisters.org
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Modern-day coliseums, video games and bovine growth hormone 

 
American society has been ordered in such a way so as to justify these wildly exorbitant 
expenditures on constant military buildup and war machine maintenance. This has been 
accomplished in a number of ways, most of which occur below the radar. The drumbeat 
heard in every sports stadium in the country is one example. Each athletic season has 
its own sport which so mesmerizes the nation that the Super Bowl commercials are the 
most expensive in TV history. The relentless and fierce competition keep a populace 
conditioned in the constant state of “taking sides”. Winning at all cost becomes the 
mantra, for young kids and elderly octogenarians alike. 
 
The subliminal psychological conditioning which takes place throughout the sports 
culture is so effective it often forms the moral touchstone for youth even as they mature. 
The locker rooms they grew up in function as the gladiator pits of old. The constant din 
of drum and horn provide the foretaste of what is to occur before the athletic combat, 
just as occurred on the battlefields of yore. The cheering and hand-clapping provide 
encouragement to win … no matter what the sacrifice. To win at all costs. 
 
The jam-packed stadiums provide a moral backdrop for all that transpires in these 
present-day coliseums offering both prestige and glorification for all the actions 
conducted in the interest of winning. The ubiquitous office betting pools even allow 
those who can’t attend the weekend ‘big event’ to participate vicariously through their 
bets, small though they may be. Of course, the hats and caps, shirts and jerseys, keep 
alive the mantras of athletic battles, mimicking the helmets and shoulder pads worn on 
the field. 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Gladiator-4.jpg
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Welcome to the dominant American past-time, *football* seven days a week 
during season and especially on every major holiday. 
 

 
 
Next we come to violent video games. What better way to capture a young and 
impressionable mind than to steer it in the direction of gratuitous and mindless violence. 
After years of exposure to this highly effective mind control program, some kids will 
quite willingly pick up a gun and shoot their own friends, much less ‘the enemy’ in a 
foreign land. Not too difficult to perceive the agenda behind the extraordinary 
proliferation of shockingly violent kid vids. 
 
Then there are all the food additives, vitamin enrichments, protein powders, super 
hormones, muscles mass builders and other newfangled chemical magic that is 
supposed to make the kid … adolescent … young adult bigger and stronger, faster and 
taller. Bovine growth hormone is just one of many measures taken to ensure that the 
kids who grow up in the land of American Empire will assume a profile on the battlefield 
that is substantially larger and more intimidating than any foreigner he comes face to 
face with in any combat zone around the globe. Also known as BGH or BST (short for 
Bovine somatotropin), this synthetic hormone is of course a product of Monsanto and 
guaranteed to grow you big. 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/nebraskafootballstadium.jpg
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“Since 1994 it has been possible to synthesize the BST hormone using recombinant 
DNA technology to create recombinant bovine somatotropin (rBST), recombinant bovine 
growth hormone (rBGH), or artificial growth hormone. Monsanto was the first to develop 
the technology and marketed it as “Posilac”—a brand now owned by Elanco Animal 
Health, a division of Eli Lilly and Company. Posilac was banned from use in Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Israel and all European Union countries (currently 
numbering 27), by 2000 or earlier.”[2] 
 

 
 
What does an Iraqi or Afghani think and feel when confronted with such an alien soldier 
decked out with battle accoutrements that only billions of $$$s can buy? 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Hires_080217-F-3873G-169-1-_-_Copy.jpg
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Sure isn’t a nice way to meet your neighbors, is it?! Especially when that huge, 
muscular, BGH-fed body is attired in full body combat gear. Would you mess with this 
piece of work? 
 
When you’re buying guns, you’re not buying butter. 
The USA has been known for years not to take care of their poor, their homeless, their 
war veterans, their single moms, their mentally handicapped, their physically disabled, 
their medically uninsured, and their unborn. Basically the most vulnerable and 
powerless in American society have always received short shrift. Except now that 
predicament is about to be extended to an entire demographic(s). From baby boomers 
who cannot be supported by a shrinking tax base to recent college grads who can’t 
even get a job, and who are living with their baby boomer parents. All because the USA 
is used as the military arm of the World Shadow Government. 
 
Wow, where do we go from here? 
 
What else is sacrificed in the interest of controlling the natural resources of the planet? 
Well, just about everything eventually. The whole way of life has been mortgaged for so 
long, and for so many years into the future. When the federal debt ceiling is forever 
increased to accommodate war expenditures which have no basis in reality, what can 
possibly be expected. 
 
At this late date, we truly wonder what could save the USA from the crazy and 
convoluted karma it has created for well over a century. Should the Highest Power grant 
a reprieve surely such mercy would come with the price tag of good ole fashioned 
repentance, yes? Perhaps the following omen ought to be considered much more 
closely. 
9/11: An OMEN for the New Millennium 
 
In the meantime we all suffer with the following facts of life in a country that is consigned 
to starting and ending all wars throughout the earthly realm: 
 
(i) a flouridated water supply to compromise the pineal gland and remove critical 
thinking from the populace 
 
(ii) chemtrail-laden air to weaken and undermine the immune system forcing the 
unaware into the clutches of the pharmaceutical-medical complex. 
 
(iii) food that is devoid of minerals and other essential nutritive constituents because of 
chemical farming, which also poisons the land and leaves toxins in the produce. 
 
(iv) vaccination programs which inject mercury, sqaulene, formaldehyde and other 
dangerous substances into the delicate and sensitive bodies of our children. 
 
(v) a pharmaceutical regime that is enforced and promoted with zeal in every medical 
establishment across the land 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?attachment_id=1105
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(vi) an all-powerful medical complex that encourages chemo, radiation and surgery, as it 
discourages the alternative healing modalities, holistic wellness approaches and natural 
methods of curing 
 
(vii) an obnoxious TV or two or three in every household beaming negative energy and 
propaganda messages which disseminate violence, profanity, sex and crudity 24/7 
 
(viii) an educational system which indoctrinates with propaganda and brainwashes with 
false facts and fictitious figures that are as meaningless as they are misleading to the 
impressionable mind 
 
(ix) a political order that doesn’t even maintain the appearance of propriety or act in the 
interest of the people 
 
(x) an economic marketplace and financial system devoid of integrity, whose institutions 
have been in a free-fall collapse since the real estate collapse of 2007 and stock market 
crash of 2008 
 
(xi) societal disintegration due to the destruction of the nuclear family, foisting an LGBT 
agenda on everyone, proliferation of the pharmaceutical drug culture, widespread 
acceptance of recreational drugs, relentless promotion of celebrity excesses, mercenary 
deification of sports heroes, rampant addiction to information technology, worship of the 
Almighty Dollar, and glorification of the Consumer Society. 
 
Throughout the fall of the Roman Empire, and perhaps during the decline of any nation, 
there is always a conspicuous deterioration of the social fabric. The cultural refinement 
and social graces and human courtesy which once served as reflections of civil society 
are replaced by much of what can be characterized as coarse, crude and crass. Beauty 
and elegance give way to kitsch and vulgarity, as boorishness substitutes for etiquette. 
 
What could possibly be expected when a nation so callously sends their boys (and girls) 
off to war for nothing more than the defense of an overly materialistic and degenerate 
society? When these veterans come back home sick or maimed, paralyzed or 
traumatized, as many are, they are then neglected to an extreme and forgotten by those 
who sent them. Why is it, really, that throughout history old men are always sending 
young boys off to war? Especially wars of aggression that have absolutely nothing to do 
with the protection of the homeland or preservation of the nation’s honor. 
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Chemtrails are a form of Atmospheric Engineering which contain barium salts and 
aluminum oxide. 
 
Let’s stop here before anyone gets too depressed and falls into despair. There is after 
all a very bright side to this whole undeniable scenario. It is this: 
 
Each of us was put here to live our lives the best way we know how. During the Viet 
Nam War (VNW), the hippies and beatniks and many other peace activists were 
successful in shutting down a major corporate-driven war. It was perhaps the first time 
in recorded history that a popular movement was responsible for accomplishing such a 
feat. Truly, an extraordinary feat of courage and bravery, of principle and idealism, of 
perseverance and endurance, of faith and hope. The vehement protest and subsequent 
termination of the Viet Nam War just may have been the greatest success by the 
greatest popular movement of the modern era. 
 
What does the VNW have to do with us and where the world is today? The very same 
spirit that shut down that war can bring the current USA war machine to a halt. Just as 
Ron Paul won most of the straw polls within the Republican primary season because of 
his platform to close up the US military bases worldwide and bring home the troops, a 
political sea change is ripe for the happening because there is a very strong and 
pervasive sentiment to change the course of American foreign policy …  forever. 
 
Only the people can alter such a deeply rooted military culture. Only the electorate can 
vote out* of office the war parties and war candidates who are personally enriched by 
such a self-destructive agenda. Only a steeled will and courageous heart can break the 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/2e51aa5071_57149585_o2.jpg
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military arm of the NWO. 
 
*If no one ever voted for the lesser of the two evils (both parties obviously represent two 
sides of the same counterfeit coin), then the system could be sufficiently collapsed to 
begin anew. Not voting is also voting, as well as a potent way of registering your 
complete rejection of the current electoral process. 

 
Cosmic Convergence Research Group 
Submitted: June 1, 2012 
cosmicconvergence2012@gmail.com 
Endnotes: 
[1] The Federal Pie Chart: “Where Your Income Tax Money Really Goes” — 
WarResisters.org 
[2] List of United States military bases reflected 761 US military bases scattered around 
the globe in 2008 according to: The US Has 761 Military Bases Across the Planet, and 
We Simply Never Talk About It 
[3] “Bovine somatotropin” – Wikipedia @ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bovine_Growth_Hormone 
**Pat Tillman, an American football star who volunteered to serve his country as an 
Army ranger, found out the hard way about the real US foreign policy that is 
administered at the end of the barrel of gun. After the US Army used his image to draft 
lots of 18 year olds, Pat was killed by ‘friendly fire’ after revealing his anti-war views and 
intentions to tell the truth about the illegal invasion of Iraq. He came to regard the US 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=1167
mailto:cosmicconvergence2012@gmail.com
http://www.warresisters.org/pages/piechart.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_military_bases
http://www.alternet.org/world/97913/the_us_has_761_military_bases_across_the_planet,_and_we_simply_never_talk_about_it/
http://www.alternet.org/world/97913/the_us_has_761_military_bases_across_the_planet,_and_we_simply_never_talk_about_it/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bovine_Growth_Hormone
http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/poster.png
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military involvement in Afghanistan as a war crime, which he then made the mistake of 
sharing during his tour of duty there. In Pat Tillman’s case we have a true hero, not 
because he served bravely in the US Armed Forces, but because he was willing to 
sacrifice his reputation and life to tell the truth about the barbarism of American war 
policy. 
© 2012 Cosmic Convergence 2012 
Permission is granted to post this essay as long as it is linked back to the following url: 
http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=1167 
 
Author’s  
Note: 
The following satirical opinion(s) expressed in the political cartoon that follows quite 
nicely represents those held by the authors. Yes, we give it a hearty endorsement. 
Furthermore, we strongly feel that each and every politician who votes for war ought to 
be present on every battlefield before, during and after the mortal combat takes place. 
Perhaps their next decision in similar matters will be better informed by the carnage and 
destruction that they have personally wrought in the lives and homes of folks who are 
usually just perfectly innocent people. That’s right, human beings with nerve endings 
just like you and me. 
 

 
 
 
For the very first time, the Fifth Reich is designed to be a worldwide, supranational 
entity overseen by a One World Government with law enforcement managed by a 
Global Security Superstate, which has been initiated by the rapidly evolving medical 
tyranny spawned by OPERATION COVID-19. 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=1167
https://stateofthenation.co/?page_id=12927
http://cosmicconvergence.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/morewar.jpg
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This new political economic paradigm is based on a hybrid model that utilizes the 
inherent fascism of the quasi-capitalistic American corporatocracy, sometimes known as 
the U.S. Government-Corporate Complex; and the quasi-communist Chinese model 
that effectively functions as a unitary one-party socialist republic overseen by a despotic 
government.  It will also employ many of the worst features of the European Union—a 
totally failed economic union and political super state BY PURPOSEFUL DESIGN. 
 
The disastrous fusion of these fatally flawed political economic models is what the 
power elite are attempting to foist on the entire planetary civilization.  This is why three 
of the primary public leaders of the Fifth Reich are all of German origin— 
 
(i) WEF Founder Klaus Schwab for the GREAT RESET  
(ii) German Chancellor Angele Merkel for THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC in Europe and is 
the biological daughter of Adolf Hitler, who was himself, a Rothschild; and  
(iii) President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen for the planned One 
World Government. 
 
Once the power elite have successfully imposed the new global superstructures on the 
world community of nations, they will set about the process of advancing the infamous 
UN agendas at warp speed.  For the swiftly unfolding Fifth Reich is really about 
rearranging the whole biosphere according to the secret dictates of Agenda 21 and the 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.  Only in this way will the wealthy elites be 
able to carve out the special green spaces for their eternal enjoyment while enslaving 
the rest of humankind after corralling us into unlivable urban jungles and FEMA 
concentration camps. 
 
The good news, in spite of this emerging reality, is that the abused 99% vastly 
outnumbers the abusive 1%.  And, here in the USA, the citizenry can arm up and ammo 
up in a heartbeat, especially when things start to get really bad.  Once that sleeping 
giant awakens, there’s really no telling what might happen across the planet.  For all it 
takes is one domino to fall at the right time and in the right place for the demonic New 
World Order to crash and burn…in a day and a night! 
 
SOTN Editor’s Note:  The following critical exposés flesh out the skeleton 
of the complex conspiratorial plot known as the OPERATION COVID-19.  This “staged 
hoax blended with reality” ought to be well understood by every resident on planet 
Earth. It may appear that some of the most transparent objectives of this fabricated 
pandemic are mutually exclusive or working at cross purposes; they are not. In reality, 
this ongoing and fastidiously-run bioterrorist operation / 5G experiment is an extremely 
complicated, convoluted and covert plan for world domination.  It also represents an 
overt scheme to exert total command and control over the entire planetary civilization. 
The articles below reveal the hidden agendas and obvious goals, various facets and 
multiple targets of OPERATION COVID-19. 

 
5G WEAPONRY: Microwave Radiation Technology Being Deployed as Depopulation 
Warfare, Full Spectrum Dominance & Total Human Control (Video) 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=119957
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=119957
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WUHAN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC BIOENGINEERED: Who’s behind it, why now 
and why China? 

 
BIOWARFARE: Wuhan Coronavirus is likely another race-targeting bioweapon 
strategically unleashed throughout China by U.S. military labs 

 
‘The Father of the Coronavirus Virus is the CDC’, Planted in China by the C.I.A. 

 
CORONAVIRUS BIOWEAPON UPDATE: Unique HIV-1 Signatures Confirmed by Team 
of Indian Scientists 

 
CORONAVIRUS: A Globalist Bioweapon Created by DARPA, Big Pharma and Its 
British Overlords 

 
CORONAVIRUS BIOENGINEERED! Hard Scientific Evidence Proves HIV Virus-like 
Insertions Were Made 

 
Here’s How Everyone Can Avoid Getting The Coronavirus 

 
Wuhan Coronavirus Bioterrorist Attack Is China’s 9/11, Same Perps 

 
The Hidden Link Between the Coronavirus and 5G Testing 

 
STAGED CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: An International Criminal Conspiracy of Epic 
Proportions 

 
Is the coronavirus really a sterilization bioweapon unleashed to reverse the population 
explosion? 

 
OPERATION CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: 16 Reasons for the Deployment of this 
Devastating Bioweapon in 2020 

 
CORONAVIRUS BIOWEAPON MYSTERY SOLVED: It’s all in the name! 

 
CORONAVIRUS: Alternative Treatments, Holistic Protocols and Natural Cures for Viral 
Infections 

 
CORONAVIRUS BIOTERRORISM OPERATION IS NOW GLOBAL, BIOWEAPON NOT 
ONLY LAUNCHED IN CHINA 

 
Coronavirus Bioweapon Is Now Being Launched Against Any Nation Targeted by The 
Powers That Be 

 
There’s a [DIRECT] Connection between Coronavirus and 5G 

 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/01/wuhan-coronavirus-pandemic-bioengineered-whos-behind-it-why-now-and-why-china/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/01/wuhan-coronavirus-pandemic-bioengineered-whos-behind-it-why-now-and-why-china/
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http://stateofthenation.co/?p=6986
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/staged-coronavirus-pandemic-an-international-criminal-conspiracy-of-epic-proportions/#more-85884
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/staged-coronavirus-pandemic-an-international-criminal-conspiracy-of-epic-proportions/#more-85884
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7209
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7209
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7517
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7517
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7673
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7849
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7849
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http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7687
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THE CORONAVIRUS PSYOP 

 
CORONA CRASH 2020: The Real Conspiracy Behind the Globalist Takeover Plot 

 
Wuhan coronavirus outbreak was not triggered by just one bioterroist attack… 

 
CORONAVIRUS BOMBSHELL: This proves it should be named “5G COVID-19” 

 
Do the extraordinary coronavirus re-infection rates reflect 5G Flu or 5G Syndrome? 

 
Seven NWO Goals Driving the Manufactured Coronavirus Pandemic 

 
CORONAVIRUS HOAX: Fake Virus Pandemic Fabricated to Cover-Up Global Outbreak 
of 5G Syndrome 

 
CORONAVIRUSES: History and Scientific Classification 

 
Do the extraordinary coronavirus re-infection rates reflect 5G Flu or 5G Syndrome? 

 
CORONAVIRUS SPECIAL REPORT: Worldwide Outbreaks of 5G Syndrome and 5G 
Flu Driving Pandemic 

 
OPERATION CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: Another False Flag, Mass Casualty Event 
Staged By All The Usual Suspects 

 
MEDICAL MARTIAL LAW: Is this how they plan to lock down planet Earth? 

 
Look at where the coronavirus is exploding the most—countries that have the most 5G 
Hotspots! 

 
CORONAVIRUS BIOWEAPON: ‘A “hybrid virus” which is far more deadly, and can’t be 
vaccinated against’ 

 
GLADIO BIOTERROR: Wuhan ‘Biological Attack’ Planned in 1970s Against China — 
UK Military Officer & Whistleblower 

 
Coronavirus Bioweapon Launched as Economic Sabotage Operation to Disrupt Italian-
Chinese Port Arrangement 

 
PLANDEMIC! A Painstakingly Planned Pandemic & Perfectly Perpetrated Panic 

 
CORONAVIRUS & PANDEMIC: A Critical Analysis 

 
Really, we want to know why the CDC posted job notices across the USA for a 
Quarantine Program Public Health Advisor on 11/15/2019—2 months before the Wuhan 
outbreak?! 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7828
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Of the 100+ US coronavirus fatalities, why were 50 Deaths confirmed in Washington 
State alone? Because Kirkland, Washington is one of the most 5G-intensive locales in 
the nation—that’s why! 

 
CORONAVIRUS SYNDROME: The Ultimate Genocidal Bioweapon System 

 
FLASHBACK: COVID-19 Re-Infections Triggered by 5G, Wireless Devices and WiFi 
Environments — The Coronavirus Coach 

 
Dates of first COVID-19 infection and chain of transmission point to 3 separate 
bioterrorist attacks against China, Italy and South Korea 

 
They’re calling every case of influenza and flu death—COVID-19. 

 
PLANDEMIC! Forensic and Circumstantial Evidence Proves Multiple Acts of 
Bioterrorism… 
… to Manufacture an Apocalyptic Pandemic and to Stage an Unparalleled Panic 

 
QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated Before Each Coronavirus Cluster 
Explosion 

 
COVID-19 is also an ELECTRICAL DISEASE, but that does not mean it’s ‘not 
contagious’ 

 
Electrical Engineer Whistleblower Exposes 5G Health Hazards, Explains 5G 
Propagation Into Every Orifice of the Head – Part 1 

 
Welcome to the COVID-19 AI Simulation! Brought to you by your AI ‘friends’ at DARPA. 

 
OPERATION COVID-19: Pandemic Blueprint Exposed, Stealth Weapon System 
Launched in Stages 

 
OPERATION COVID-19: Desperate Attempt to Deploy 5G Under Cover of Bioterrorism 
to Activate Global Control Matrix 

 
OPERATION COVID-19: Much More Than a Militarized and AI-driven World Takeover 
Scheme 

 
OPERATION COVID-19: How 4G is also being used to trigger Coronavirus Syndrome 

 
COVID-1984: ‘A Global 9/11’ to Inaugurate a Global Security Superstate 

 
BILL GATES: A Menace to Society Who Must Be Arrested and Prosecuted for Crimes 
Against Humanity 
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Here’s the NWO Scheme to Enforce Mandatory Vaccinations 

 
NWO Globalists Using Highly Advanced AI Platforms to Generate Ever-Changing Fear 
Programs Worldwide 

 
Study Shows Direct Correlation Between 5G Networks and “Coronavirus” Outbreaks 

 
OPERATION BEACH CLOSURE: A Pivotal Piece of the Perfidious COVID-19 Plot 

 
FUNVAX: Globalist Plot to Mandate COVID-19 Vaccine Exposes Shocking Satanic 
Conspiracy 

 
People, take off your masks before you really make yourself sick! 

 
FAUCIgate: OPERATION COVID-19 Point Man Tony Fauci Must Be Arrested and 
Prosecuted for Genocide 

 
Over a Century of Biowarfare Culminates with the Launch of the COVID-19 Bioweapon, 
Manmade Coronavirus Pandemic and Staged Global Panic 

 
Bill Gates Offered $10 Million Bribe For Forced Vaccination In Nigeria 

 
How the “Conspiracy Theory” meme is being used to cover up OPERATION COVID-19 
and advance COVID-1984 

 
STAGED RACE WAR! Globalists Inflaming Racial Tensions After Heinous COVID-19 
Crimes Exposed 

 
GERIATRIC GENOCIDE: All of These People Should Be in Prison! (Video) 

 
COVID-19 Plandemic & Staged Race Riots—How are these deadly assaults against the 
American people even happening? 

 
READ THIS FIRST BEFORE EVER WEARING A MASK (Warning Update) 

 
THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC: Biggest and Deadliest Fraud Ever Perpetrated on the 
Human Race 

 
It’s time for MASS CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE! 

 
COVID-19 CURE PROTOCOL: Physician Treats Coronavirus Patients with 100% 
Success Rate 

 
An Open Letter to Every Medical Doctor in America 
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Home stretch to Election Day will see one October Surprise after another—COVID-19 
and Race Riots were only the ‘first punch’ 

 
PLANDEMIC: The Permanent Pandemic & 2020 POTUS Election 

 
An Unholy ‘Pandemic’ Alliance has Perpetrated the Greatest Fraud Ever on Humanity 

 
Hundreds of doctors sign open letter to Trump warning of adverse health consequences 
stemming from the coronavirus shutdowns. (Read Letter) 

 
OPERATION COVID-19: The 3 Central Pillars of the Plandemic Platform Have Been 
Cracked 

 
Florida Under Withering Bio-Attack—WHO & WHY? 

 
Super-Secret Globalist Scheme to Terminate the American Republic Exposed 

 
#HCQCodeRed: A National Medical Emergency of Epic Proportions Perpetrated on 
Purpose 

 
Anonymous D.C. Insider Exposes Ultra-Secret Covid Conspiracy Inside the Beltway 

 
COVID-19 CURE PROTOCOL: Must View Video for Every Physician in America 

 
#HCQCodeRed: EMERGENCY OPEN LETTER TO THE POTUS 

 
HCQgate: Deep State-Big Pharma Conspiracy Blown Wide Open, Hydroxychloroquine 
Truth Explodes Across the Internet 

 
HUGE COVID SCANDAL AT THE NIH: Why has no one investigated Fauci’s boss? 

 
MUST READ Open Letter to Medical Martial Law KIngpin Tony Fauci 

 
COVID-19 Vaccine: It’s all about an annual mandatory vaccination and biometric health 
passport 

 
COVID-19 VACCINE MANDATE: The Horrifying Hidden Agenda 

 
THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC OF 2020 IS COLLAPSING… 

 
COVID-19: The Most Amazing Virus—EVER ! ! ! 

 
Why do World Bank documents list the COVID-19 program ENDING IN MARCH 2025?! 

 
Covid Vaccine Patent Warned of “Deliberate Coronavirus Release” 9 Months Before 
COVID-19 (Video) 
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Plandemic Explained by a Primary OPERATION COVID-19 Perp (Video) 

 
Multiple Wars Being Waged Against the American Republic—Who & Why? 

 
This is the real COVIDgate! 

 
How They Pulled Off The ‘Pandemic’ (Video) 

 
Ultimate Proof: Covid-19 Was Planned to Usher in the New World Order 

 
THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC: How it has triggered ‘the biggest tort case in world history’ 

 
3 CRITICAL COVID VIDEOS 

 
  
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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